How We Design Our Study Space during Pandemic Covid-19?
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Abstract. The pandemic covid 19 in Indonesia has entered the second year and may be extended into the next several periods of time. As academia, study space has shifted from physical office and class into virtual space. Several design adaptations have been applied in our home to accommodate the preference of users as students/lecturers in teach, work, and study. This study was performed by literature review, questionnaires and software simulation. The result showed that there is a strong relation between virtual space and physical space during a pandemic; the preference of study space design shows a generic template for further developments.

1 Introduction

The COVID–19 was informed on China at the end of 2019 and made the big world problem until present [1-3] as part of United Nations, The World Health Organization (WHO) started to announce about nCOVID-19 as a pandemic in March 2020 as the fast-spreading of COVID—19 situation at many countries [4,5]. Until 29 May 2021, COVID--19 has spread through 222 countries with 170,256,454 cases of positive infected patients, 152,148,821 cases of recovered and 3,540,426 cases of death [6].

Many countries have announced a lockdown policy and night curfew to stop the spreading [7] as a lesson learnt from the previous strategy of a pandemic on earth such as plague, Spain flu, etc. The pandemic has affected every aspect, such as economics [8], educations [9], tourism [10], and also religious aspect [11].

Indonesia first case of COVID-19 was found at Depok city In Indonesia with two suspects on 2 March 2020 [12,13]. Since that day, the pandemic started to infect people that not aware of the physical and social distancing [14]. The total covid-19 cases in Indonesia reached 1.74 million cases with detail of 1.61 million were cured, and 48,305 were passed away. In 2021, the month of January has reached 14,518 new cases, which is the highest case in Indonesia [15]
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The big impact for workers and students, the world started to more encourage in Work from Home (WFH) and Learn from Home (Pembelajaran Jarak Jauh=PJJ). Both home schemes were part of telecommuting concept. Telecommuting or telework was a condition when workers were being given chances to finish or continue their duty at Home rather than directly in the office [16, 17]. Telework is a form of flexible work with a flexible place [18] on flexible time [19, 20]. Furthermore, the lockdown and night curfew brought Home as the Office or School, and 80% of them must spend the most day on it [21]. Therefore, People shall make an adjustment on their Home for office or school or cope with the existing condition of Home. With desirable function and compatible use of certain space in Home, people will be satisfied and more productive [22].

This study will investigate people adaptation to their Homes to accommodate the learn from home activities. Some literature, questionnaires and software simulations were carried out to present the investigations.

2 Method

This study uses a literature study and online questionnaires. The data is obtained from an online survey being analysed with literature and, later on, will be simulated with design software to make the illustration of desirable space for studying from home.

3 Material and Discussion

3.1 The physical demand

Fig. 1. Preparation of Learn from Home before Pandemic.

Most of the respondents (56%) were never done any work/study from home with online connectivity (figure 1). There was no chance for them to study from home online because there is some regulation in Indonesia [23,24] and negative sentiments about studying not in physical class or not attending a direct teaching course [25]. These conditions made a new normal habit that being promoted by the government, health institutions, higher education departments have meet contra-productive clause. As official institutions that have legitimation to make regulation have to decline their own publications in the past and need to massively promote the health protocols and developed concept of education to protect their citizens in every place in Indonesia. The condition of the archipelago that has not to have similar internet connectivity also made the WFH and LFH have to face rooted habits of people.
From figure 2, Most of the student prefers to make their bedroom as the study room (86.9%). At the same time, living room and café outside from home had only 20% of the respondents that made them into second and third place preferences. Conducted speed dating sessions to investigate how bedroom forms and behaviours influence perceptions of value, revealed how new technologies might better support self-exploration and reflection, as well as how they could complicate identity construction processes [26]. Teens as students feel more comfortable doing many things in their bedroom rather than in another place. The private placement of the bedroom just seems like their own territory so that no other person can disturb them during work/study with their gadgets. The solitude state of learning/working with gadgets is also reflected in figure 3. 69.2% of people prefer to work/learn alone in their work learn places. In other facts, the internet may connect them with other colleagues in the virtual spaces.

Fig. 2. Place preferences to do telework/study.

Fig. 3. Preferences on companion during WFH.
Fig. 4. Preferences of air condition of work/study place.

In the more deep study, people like to turn on their Air Conditioner (AC) during activities at home, as shown in figure 4. They prefer to make their place more breeze and cool with AC or ceiling/desk fan. Cool scent has brought many motivations in working or learning rather than natural ventilation. With a cool atmosphere, people were attracted and more comfort in doing their duties and gained more experience [27].

Fig. 5. Preferences of gadget position.

The last point of people preference in making their work/study place during a pandemic is gadget positions. We all know that gadgets like laptops, smartphones, tablets and other electronic devices are mandatory things in online activities. Most respondents choose to put their gadgets on the desk/table (figure 5). They avoided working on the floor or other furniture. This preference might relate to ergonomics and their need to see the monitor on the same level of the head. That situation could be reached only if they put the gadgets above the table.

From the survey results, we can assume that at the beginning of a new era of working/learning from home, people would like to add another function of their bedroom to be their workstation or class. Some modifications, such as Air conditioner and fans for making cool atmosphere; cleaning the bedroom table for put their gadgets were done to meet their demand of comfort work/study space. Their basic of that activity shown that people become more solitaire rather than communal, and ego-freak rather than natural friendly that love to spend activities in more public space with keeping the health protocols.
3.2 The Disturbance

Fig. 6. The disturbance.

After the preferences were shown before, some disturbances were collected in figure 6. The main problems for doing Work/Learn from Home is noise or audio disturbance. There is a correlation between the vocal intensity of the teachers and the noise in the classroom. The vocal intensity measures also relate to the symptoms of vocal tract discomfort before and after classes [28]. People need to be concentrated or focused during their tasks. Some noise may distract them and make the place not comfortable anymore. Therefore, the place must be far from audio disturbances. There are also other problems, such as internet connections, food, and electricity problems that make problems on their work/study from home.

3.2 The simulation

There were: 1. Solicitation, 2. Air-conditioned, 3. Gadget on the table, 4. Far from noise demand of preferable work station and home’s class related to our survey result. The illustration of that condition may represent in figure 7. In the middle of the COVID-19 pandemic, many companies/schools are implementing voluntary or mandatory work/learn-from-home policies. That means a lot of us are dealing with an unusual challenge: working/learning from home, full-time. Granted, some may be used to this, but most of the population may feel lost in the exercise. A plan of work-from-home as well practices are doing rounds on the internet, but it takes a lot of words to match up to a well-done illustration – like this Working from Home illustration (figure 7).
Fig. 7. The illustration of WFH preferences [29].

4 Conclusion

The adaptation of work/learn from the home condition during the COVID-19 pandemic is mandatory. People demanded a very comfortable place similar to their office or class outside of their home. Some adaptive designs of their home part were done to meet their needs. Most people would like to use their bedroom with table and air conditioner on to fulfil their demand of work/class at home. In their bedroom, they also can control and avoid the audio disturbance because the virtual space on their gadget needs to be more listened to rather than the home sounds.
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